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Bhubaneswar (KCN): In order to shift
to a Cashless Society,
move is on as to appoint a number of
Merchants in each
Gram Panchyats to
accept Digital Payments from the Citizens.
Aruna
Sundarrajan, Union Secretary, Ministry of
Electronics & Information Technology
(MeitY) has approached the State
Government to facilitate Digital Payment
Options for the Citizens in all the Gram
Panchayats of the
State.
Ms.Sundarrajan
informing the State
Government about
the program of the
Government
of
India’s driving shift
to a Cashless Society,
using digital finance
tools, said that at least
One Crore Citizens
and Merchants will
be covered across 2.5
Lakh
Gram
Panchayats in the
Country.
In order to
mobilze and enable
digital payment options across the Gram
Panchayats, CSC eGovernance Services
Limited (CSCeGSL)
will targeting 30 interested Merchants
and 100 Citizens in

each

Gram

Panchayats, said she.
Each Merchant
will be given twohour
structured
course and his/her
Bank Account will be
seeded with Aadhaar
and Mobile Numbers,
said Ms.Sundarrajan.
This effort will
mobilize citizens desirous of transacting
digitally, and enable
digital payment options and mechanisms for them. It will
provide these citizens
with digital financial
literacy and show
them the devises and
tools available such
as Mobile Wallet,
Unified Payment In-

terface (UPI)-enabled

Mobile App etc.
CSC Village
Level Entrepreneurs
(VLE)s will contact
Merchants potentially desirous of
shifting to Digital Finance, train them and
where feasible, help
them sources devices.
The objective is to
ensure that a minimum number of Key
Merchants in every
Gram Panchayat can
accept Digital Payments.
Ms.Sundarrajan
informed the State
Government that in
this context, as a next
step, the Government
is keen to promote the

Aadhaar Enabled
Payment System
(AEPS), a Biometric
Based Digital Payment System that can
be used by every citizen with an Aadhaar
Account.
CSC VLEs will
also demonstrate the
possibilities of enabling AEPS-enabled
Financial Payment
Systems.
Under this backdrop, Union Government has urged the
CSC State anchors to
be in touch with the
Department of Electronics & Information Technology
(DoetY).
In the meantime,
NITI Aayog CEO
Amitabh Kant has
also urged the support
of the State Government for expeditious
transition to Digital
Platform at District to
Village Level.
Mr. Kant has informed that the
Union Government
will incentivize the
District Collectors to
undertake Information, Education and
Communication
(IEC) activities to
promote Digital Payments for day to day
financial transactions.
An Incentive of
Rs.10 will be provided to the District

Rains likely after 10 Decmber
Bhubaneswar (KCN): Weather God
seems unhappy with
the farmers of
Odisha.
Heavy rainfall is
likely after 10 December as per Indian
Meteorology Department (IMD) Predictions
So the State Government today advised the farmers to
make arrangement to
save harvested crops
in the wake of IMD
Prediction of heavy
rainfall in several
parts of the State due
to formation of low
pressure in Bay of
Bengal
According to the
IMD there is a possibility of rainfall in
some parts of coastal
Odisha under the influence of a low pressure formed over
southeast Bay of Bengal.
The low pressure
which was formed
over south Andaman
Sea and its nearby
southeast Bay of Bengal yesterday is expected to turn into a

depression in the next
24 hours, a release by

degree Celsius followed by Phulbani at

the local Met office
here said today.
Meanwhile, after
a week of fluctuating
temperature, most
parts of Odisha have
again come under the
grip of cold wave.
Today hilly zones
of Daringbadi in
Kandhamal district
recorded the lowest
temperature at 8.5

10.6, Angul-11.8,
Sundargarh-12,
Bhawanipatna-12.2
and Koraput-13, said
IMD sources.
Temperature in
the Capital City has
recorded 16.9 degree
Celsius, which is going down.
Director, Indian
Meteorological Centre, Bhubaneswar,

Sarat Chandra Sahoo
said there was a rise
in the day and night
temperature in most
parts of Odisha.
This is due to the
influence of a low
pressure formed over
Bay of Bengal off the
Tamil Nadu coast,
said Dr.Sahoo.
Now that with
the change of wind
direction, temperature will fall in most
parts of the state as
the cold wave has
started blowing from
the North.
He, however,
said the cold wave
condition will be felt
up to 8 December,
after which there
would be marginal
fall in temperature as
the low pressure
formed over South
Andaman Sea is most
likely turn into a depression in the next
24 hours.
Repeated rains
during the winter season are creating
havoc among the
farmers, which are a
harassed lot.

Collectors for every
individual, who has
transited to Digital
Payment Mode and
has undertaken at
least two successful
transactions by any of
the five methods of
Digital Payments.
Digital Payment
Modes include UPI,
USSD,
Wallets,
Rupay/Debit/Credit/
Prepaid Cards and
Aadhar Enabled Payment.
NITI Aayog will
be immediately transferring amounts upto
Rs.5 Lac per district

based on population
figures so that the
District Administration will use it as
Seed Money to kick
start the activity, said
Mr.Kant.
And best 10 performing Districts of
India will be awarded
the digital Payment
Champions of India
by Government of
India. First 50 Gram
Panchayats going
Cashless will be honored by the NITI
aayog/Union Government, said official
sources.

Insufficient evidence’ on
Kulbhushan Jadhav, says Sartaj Aziz
New Delhi (KCN):
Kulbhushan yadav, sartaj
aziz, pakistan, pakistan u
turn, spy, indian spy,
kulbhushan jadav, latest
news A TV grab of
Kulbhushan Jadhav
Pakistan
Prime
Minister’s Advisor on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz on
Wednesday admitted that
the government was presented with only “insufficient evidence” on alleged
Indian spy Kulbhushan
Jadhav who is under deten-

tion. Addressing a full
Senate chamber, Aziz
said the dossier on
Jadhav contained
mere statements. “It
did not have any conclusive evidence,” he
was quoted as saying
by the Geo TV. “What
the dossier contained
was not enough. Now
it is up to the concerned authorities how
long they take to give
us more matter on the
agent,” Aziz said.
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Guv condoles
Jaya death
Bhubaneswar(KCN): Governor SC
Jamir has deeply condoled demise of Selvi
J Jayalalithaa
“l am deeply
grieved to learn about
the untimely demise
of the former Chief
Minister of Tamil
Nadu,
Ms.
Jayalalithaa.
Selvi
Jayalalithaa had a remarkable contribution to
the development and
progress of Tamil
Nadu,” Dr.Jamir said
in a message.
He said in his
message that as Chief
Minister she always
held interest of the
people and the State
at the highest esteem.
Her journey has
been exemplary with
courage and determination, he said adding
implementation of
many pro-poor welfare schemes shows
her empathy and

commitment for uplift of poor and downtrodden.

Her charismatic
personality has endeared her to all. Her
demise is a great loss
to our country, the
Governor said.
“At this hour of
grief, l join Government of Tamil Nadu
and people of the
State in offering my
deepest condolences
on the passing away
of their dear leader
and pray for eternal
peace to the departed
soul of the late
leader,” Dr.Jamir said
in his message.
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Befikre’s new song Je T’aime proves French is language of love
After giving us
songs to groove on,
Befikre filmmakers
have released a romantic song with
flavours of Paris in it.
French is the language of love and this
song proves the dictum all over again.
The song explores the
bond between the
characters of Ranveer
Singh and Vaani
Kapoor, which is
shown transforming
from a casual relationship into love and
commitment.
The lyrics, which
have been written by
Jaideep Sahni, are
poetic, relatable and
beautiful. He has
penned down all
those sweet miseries

that you will experi-

Vishal- Shekhar, sets

even a bit of Salsa,

you a bit uncomfort-

more romantic. And

ence being in love.
The music, which has
been given by the
very talented duo

you free from the notion that one cannot
dance on a romantic
number. If you know

you have your moves
ready too. Unlike
other lovey-dovey
songs which made

able to dance with
your partner, this
number will make the
entire ambience a bit

don’t miss the chemistry
between
Ranveer and Vaani
too.

UAE’s Omar Abdulrahman
named Asia Player of Year

ADHM and Shivaay still in the competition

Mila Kunis and Ashton Kutcher welcome second child
LOS ANGELES(KCN): Actors Mila
Kunis and Ashton

day, the website E!
News reported.
The actors and

Kunis, 33, met as costars on the set of
"That '70s show," a

"Two and a Half
Men," among his
other roles, shot to

Abu Dhabi(KCN):
Omar Abdulrahman,
Abdulrahman, uae
football, afc football,
afc player of the year,
Omar Abdulrahman
afc, football news,
football
Omar
Abdulrahman (R) admitted he would like
to play in Europe.
(Source: AP)
Omar Abdulrahman,
arguably
Asia’s biggest star,
was crowned AFC
player of the year in a
glittering ceremony in
his home country of
United Arab Emirates.
The left-sided
midfielder and winger
is the second Emirati
to win the trophy in
consecutive years and
his award was greeted
with a huge cheer in
the Emirates Palace
Hotel in Abu Dhabi.
The victory was
even sweeter as he
was nominated last
year but lost out to
compatriot, Ahmed

Khalil.
But he said the trophy would not make
up for his Emirati
league side Al Ain losing the Asian Champions League final last
month to South
Korea’s
Jeonbuk
Hyundai Motors.
“My main ambition was to win the
Champions League
trophy,” he said.
PM Modi Is Mo re Interested In TRP Politics
Rahul Gandhi At Congress Parliamentary
MeetPM Modi Is More
Interested In TRP Politics Rahul Gandhi At
Congress Parliamentary
Meet. Row Over West
Bengal ”Military Coup”
Issue Escalates: Who
Said WhatRow Over
West Bengal ”Military
Coup” Issue Escalates:
Who Said What
Here’s
How
Mohammad Kaif Replied To Virender
Sehwag’s Birthday
Wish

BT Exclusive! Nadira
Zaheer Babbar

Kutcher announced
the birth of their second child together, a
spokeswoman for
Kunis confirmed on
Thursday.
The couple has
yet to name the baby
boy born on Wednes-

producers have a
two-year-old daughter, Wyatt. They became engaged in February 2014 after a
two-year relationship
and married in July
2015.
Kutcher, 38, and

television series aired
in the United States
between 1998 and
2006 in which their
characters were also
in a relationship.
Kutcher, who
also starred in the
television series

international fame
when he began dating
actress Demi Moore,
to whom he was married from 2005 to
2013.
Kunis previously
had a long-term relationship with actor
Macaulay Culkin.

Bombay (KCN):
Nadira
Zaheer

hasn't done till date in
her life. In an exclu-

Babbar will soon be
seen enacting both
her mother and herself in a play to be
featured at the Prithvi
Theatre Festival.
The soon-to-be
70 actress wishes to
do everything she

sive chat with
Bombay Times, she
opens up on finally
being able to write a
play on her mother
and work with
Makarand Deshpande at the same
time.
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Dhanlaxmi, god's own bank, said
to interest many suitors
KOCHI (KCN) :
Dhanlaxmi Bank is
one peculiar entity.
It's a full-fledged
bank that maintains
the accounts of
Sabarimala and numerous other temple
trusts in the country.
Yet, its market
capitalisation is only
Rs 500 crore, and its
share price -- with a
face value of Rs 10 -is just Rs 24.
The Thrissurbased private bank,
which does business
of around Rs 25,000
crore, has been a
takeover target for
many years with its
suitors said to include
ICICI Bank, YES
Bank and RBL Bank,
though they deny any
interest.
The recent improvement in results
has also increased the
bargaining power of
the bank. The bank
reported a net profit
of Rs 6.02 crore in the
September quarter,
up from a mere Rs 45
lakh in the same quarter last year. Last
year, Dhanlaxmi

Bank had reported a

Agarwal, managing

tor or private sector.

4.22 per cent.

net loss of Rs 209.45
crore.
“The main attraction of the bank is
that it is only worth
Rs 500 crore. Though
there has been speculation of a possible
acquisition by a
larger entity, nothing
concrete has happened so far. The
bank is strong as it
has many high quality deposits including
those of temple
trusts,” said Akshay

director of Acumen
Capital Market (I) India Limited.
Dhanlaxmi Bank
was incorporated in
1927 and has 280
branches. It employs
around 2,500 people.
The gross NPAs stand
at 6.86 per cent and
net NPAs 2.52 per
cent.
“The only way
out for Dhanlaxmi
Bank is acquisition
by a major bank either in the public sec-

It will take place
sooner or later,” said
C D Joson, Kerala
state convener of the
United Forum of
Bank Unions.
NRI businessman Ravi Pillai of the
RP Group is the largest individual shareholder in Dhanalaxmi
Bank with 10 per cent
followed by C K
Gopinathan (6.97 per
cent). Lulu Group
managing director M
A Yusuf Ali holds

The bank's institutional share holders
include Marshal Global Capital Fund,
Antara India Evergreen Fund, Elara India Opportunities
Fund, among others.
Kapil Wadhwan of
DHFL owns 5 per
cent. An email query
sent to G Sreeram, the
managing director
and
CEO
of
Dhanlaxmi Bank did
not elicit any response.

GST jurisdiction a difficult issue, hopeful of
April roll-out: Arun Jaitley
NEW
DELHI
(KCN): Pinning
hopes on quick resolution of the "difficult
issue" of tax jurisdiction with states, Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley today said that
Goods and Services
Tax regime will be
rolled out from April
next year.
Jaitley said the
implementation of
GST is bounded by a
calendar deadline as
the Constitutional
Amendment provides
that the existing indirect tax regime can
continue only till
September 16, 2017.
"It (GST jurisdiction)
is a difficult issue.
But I have always believed that in politics,
logjams exist only to
be resolved and in
this case we have a
calendar deadline.
We are hoping that all
will be resolved and
we should be able to
implement it by April
1," he said at the
Petrotech conference
here.
Jaitley said that
the Centre and states
are working out the
mode of tax administration under which a
tax payer would be
assessed only once
and that assessment
has to be accepted by
both the taxing authorities.
The all powerful

GST Council in their
three successive
meetings failed to
break the deadlock
over administrative
control on assessees
in the new tax regime.
"The Constitution Amendment

future," he said.
As per the GST
Constitution Amendment Bill, which was
notified on September 17, 2016, the government is required to
complete the process
of implementation of

work out a middle
path.
The finalisation
of these laws will
pave the way for introduction of GST
legislations in the ongoing Winter Session
of Parliament, which

passed earlier this
year says that the old
taxation system can
only be continued for
a year. And that is one
year from September
16, 2016. So from
September 16, 2017,
with regard to the old
taxation system, the
curtains will be down
and the constitutional
necessity of switching over to a new system does arise,"
Jaitley said.
"This issue of
empowerment, which
is essentially an administrative issue, is
not a very impossible
issue to resolve. I am
quite certain would
get resolved in near

GST within a year.
Jaitley said most
of the issues as far as
GST is concerned has
been sorted out and
the final drafts of legislations are being
discussed.
The GST Council, which has Union
Finance Minister and
state representatives
as members, met last
weekend to discuss
the tax jurisdiction,
the model GST law,
Integrated
GST
(IGST) law and compensation law. But
consensus eluded the
meet.
The Council will
meet again on December 11 and 12 to

ends on December
16.
In November, the
Council agreed on a
four-slab structure –
5, 12, 18 and 28 per
cent — along with a
cess on luxury and
'sin' goods such as tobacco. States like
West Bengal, Kerala,
Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh and Tamil
Nadu have insisted
on exclusive control
over small taxpayers,
who earn less than Rs
1.5 crore in annual
revenue, for both
goods and services.
But Centre is reluctant to divide the assessment on the basis
of turnover.

Business/Commerce

Three Made in India drugs recalled in US
for not meet manufacturing norms: FDA
NEW DELHI(KCN): Three different
drugs made in India,
including by Cadila
Pharma and Alkem
Laboratories, are being recalled in the US
for not meeting the
manufacturing
norms.
According to
the latest Enforcement Report of the
USFDA,
Cadila
Pharmaceuticals Ltd

distributed to two
consignees in the
US," the United
States Food and Drug
Administration
(USFDA) said.
In another case,
Par Pharmaceutical
Inc is recalling a total of 242,304 bottles
of Travoprost ophthalmic solution USP
in the strength of
0.004 per cent in 2.5
mL and 5 mL bottles,

is recalling 6 kg of
Ondansetron HCI
API manufactured by
the company on account of microbial
contamination of
non-sterile product.
The voluntary
ongoing recall is a
class II recall, it
added.
"According to
the firm, the API was

that were made in India.
The reason for
the recall is "lack of
assurance of sterility;
damage to the internal portion of the
dropper tip portion of
the container," the
USFDA said, adding
the nationwide voluntary recall was a
class II recall, as per

the Enforcement Report.
Likewise, 1,739
bottles of Metformin
Hydrochloride Tablets, USP 500 mg,
manufactured by
Mumbai
based
Alkem Laboratories
are being recalled by
distributing firm Ascend Laboratories
LLC.
"Reason for recall is presence of foreign tablets/ capsules;
report of Amlodipine
tablets found in 1000
count bottles of
Metformin Hydrochloride Tablets
USP," the Enforcement Report said.
This is also a
class II recall,
USFDA said.
As per the
USFDA, a class II recall is initiated in a
"situation in which
use of or exposure to
a violative product
may cause temporary
or medically reversible adverse health
consequences or
where the probability
of serious adverse
health consequences
is remote".
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India vs England: KL Rahul and Murali Vijay
will be openers in Mumbai, says Virat Kohli
Mumbai(KCN):
Virat kohli, kohli,
india vs england, ind
vs eng, india vs
england 4th test, ind
vs eng 4th test, india
england, india vs
england test, cricket
news, cricket Virat
Kholi termed the
eight-day break as
‘beneficial’ for the
team. (Source: Express photo by Kevin
D’Souza)
Putting all the
confusion regarding
India’s opening pair
for the Mumbai Test
to rest, India captain
Virat Kohli said that
Murali Vijay and KL
Rahul, who is returning to the side after an
injury, will be the
openers in the fourth
Test against Mumbai
at the Wankhede stadium which begins
on Thursday.
Speaking at the
pre-match presser,
Kohli stressed that
the two batsmen are
not used to batting at
any other positions
than the opening slots
and they will con-

tinue to bat the same
spot even though
Parthiv Patel, who
opened in the last
match in place of
Rahul, scored an unbeaten half-century in
Mohali.
“There is do
doubt that Rahul and
Vijay will be opening
the batting for us.
These two are batsmen who have not
batted at any other
positions. They will
continue to be our
specialist openers for
the Mumbai Test,”
Kohli said.
Rahul returns to
the team after missing
out on the third Test,
which India won in
Mohali, due to an injury he exaggerated
in the Vizag Test. He
had earlier suffered a
hamstring injury during the New Zealand
series which forced
him to miss the last
two Tests of the that
series and the first
Test of the England
series.
The call on
Mohammed Shami’s
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fitness will be taken

geries so don’t want

and Rahane are con-

said.

the final Test against

on
Wednesday
evening as Kohli said
that they will assess
how he is feeling with
his knee.
“After
the
Mohali Test, Shami
felt bit of soreness in
his knee. We need to
take a collective call
on that. He has had a
history of knee sur-

to push him and lose
him for the complete
season,” he said.
Kohli also spoke
about the lack of form
of Vijay and middleorder
batsman
Ajinkya Rahane. The
captain defended the
two batsmen, calling
then “solid”.
“As far as Vijay

cerned, both are solid
batsmen and Vijay
even got a century in
the first Test. I also
didn’t have scores too
be proud of in the
New Zealand series
so Rahane covered
up. It is all about covering up for the other
batsmen and this is
how we play,” Kohli

After the century
in the first Test, Vijay
has made only 63
runs in the five innings he has batted.
He has also been
troubled by the rising
ball which England
used to dismiss him
in the Mohali Test.
Rahane, who
scored a century in

New Zealand in
Indore, has also
scored only 63 runs in
the five innings he
has batted in the three
Tests against England.
The Test will begin after a eight-day
gap after the third
Test and Kohli feels
that this gap will ben-

Dempo FC pull out from I-League
Panaji
(KCN):
Dempo FC today
pulled out from the ILeague for the upcoming season in
protest
against
AIFF’s proposed
roadmap to restructure domestic football, dealing another
body blow to the
sport in India.
Earlier, Salgaocar FC and Sporting

Dempo FC pulled out
from the league.
All the three
Goan club owners –
Shivanand Salgaocar,
Shrinivas Dempo and
Peter Vaz, had taken
a united stand on 23rd
June, 2016 to oppose
the restructuring that
makes Indian Super
League(ISL) a toptier league and relegates I League to the
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second division or
‘League One’ as it
will be called.
With the deadline for submiting the
participation agreement ending on
Wednesday, Dempo
wrote to the AIFF that
they too have pulled
out from the ILeague.
The five-time
champions, Dempo’s

pull-out leaves the
AIFF with a major
headache as the ILeague now has only
seven clubs – East
Bengal,
Mohun
Bagan, Bengaluru
FC, DSK Shivajians,
Mumbai
FC,
Shillong Lajong and
Aizawl FC, who were
reinstated after being
relegated last season.

Dempo FC pull out from I-League
Panaji (KCN):
December 7, 2016
8:31 pm

body blow to the
sport in India.
Earlier, Salgaocar

taken a united
stand on 23rd
June, 2016 to

Dempo FC
today pulled out
from the I-League
for the upcoming
season in protest
against AIFF’s
proposed roadmap
to restructure
domestic football,
dealing another

FC and Sporting
Dempo FC pulled
out from the
league.
All the three
Goan club owners
– Shivanand
Salgaocar,
Shrinivas Dempo
and Peter Vaz, had

oppose the restructuring that makes
Indian Super
League(ISL) a toptier league and
relegates I League
to the second
division or ‘League
One’ as it will be
called.

With the deadline for submiting
the participation
agreement ending
on Wednesday,
Dempo wrote to
the AIFF that they
too have pulled out
from the I-League.
The five-time
champions,
Dempo’s pull-out
leaves the AIFF
with a major headache as the ILeague now has
only seven clubs –
East Bengal,
Mohun Bagan,
Bengaluru FC,
DSK Shivajians,
Mumbai FC,
Shillong Lajong
and Aizawl FC,
who were reinstated after being
relegated last
season.

efit the team.
“We did not ask
for the break. It was
part of the schedule.
It was good as we
could reflect on the
two games that we
won. I think it is going to benefit the
team. It is important
we get breaks. Between the series you
cannot completely
switch-off while on
the break. You have
to keep thinking
about what you can
do. As a captain you
have to think what
combinations you can
play, how will the
wicket play but this
not be too much. It is
important to enjoy
life away from your
profession,” he said.
“In out country it
is seen with a different perspective. We
have to focus on only
cricket. But as an individual you have to
decide how much
stress you want to
take mentally. After
all, your performance
depends on yourself.

